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ABSTRACT
New observations of the quasar HE0515−4414 have been made, aided by the Laser Frequency
Comb (LFC), using the HARPS spectrograph on the ESO 3.6m telescope. We present three
important advances for α measurements in quasar absorption spectra from these observations.
Firstly, the data have been wavelength calibrated using LFC and ThAr methods. The LFC
wavelength calibration residuals are six times smaller than when using the standard ThAr
calibration.Wegive a direct comparison betweenαmeasurementsmade using the twomethods.
Secondly, spectral modelling was performed using Artificial Intelligence (fully automated, all
human bias eliminated), including a temperature parameter for each absorption component.
Thirdly, in contrast to previous work, additional model parameters were assigned to measure
α for each individual absorption component. The increase in statistical uncertainty from the
larger number of model parameters is small and the method allows a substantial advantage;
outliers that would otherwise contribute a significant systematic, possibly corrupting the entire
measurement, are identified and removed, permitting a more robust overall result. The zabs=
1.15 absorption system along the HE0515−4414 sightline yields 40 new α measurements. We
constrain spatial fluctuations in α to be ∆α/α ≤ 9×10−5 on scales ≈20 km s−1, corresponding
to≈ 25 kpc if the zabs=1.15 system arises in a 1Mpc cluster. Collectively, the 40measurements
yield ∆α/α = −0.27 ± 2.41 × 10−6, consistent with no variation.
Key words: quasars: individual: HE0515−4414 – quasars: absorption lines – techniques:
spectroscopy – cosmology: observations – dark energy – intergalactic medium
1 INTRODUCTION
Fundamental constants, such as the fine structure constant (α ≡
1
4pi0
e2
~c ) and the proton-to-electron mass ratio (µ ≡
mp
me
), are ex-
pected to vary in some modifications of General Relativity. A scalar
field φ coupling to the baryonic matter can produce temporal and/or
spatial α variations (Bekenstein 1982; Sandvik et al. 2002; Shaw &
Barrow 2005; Barrow & Lip 2012; Copeland et al. 2004; Marra &
Rosati 2005). α may also vary with gravitational potential (Dicke
1959; Sandvik et al. 2002; Mota & Barrow 2004b,a), or via in-
teractions of baryonic matter with dark matter candidates (Olive
& Pospelov 2002; Stadnik & Flambaum 2015), or if the vacuum
expectation value of φ depends on the local density (Silva et al.
2014). In theories with extra spatial dimensions (e.g. Kaluza-Klein
and string theories), expansion (or contraction) of higher dimen-
sions can produce observed changes to the coupling constants in
? E-mail: dmilakov@protonmail.com
our 4-dimensional space time. Recent reviews of varying constants
are given by Uzan (2011); Martins (2017).
Variations inα and µ have been explored both on Earth through
atomic clock measurements (Rosenband et al. 2008), isotope ra-
tio studies (Damour & Dyson 1996), and in space using astro-
nomical observations of white dwarfs (Berengut et al. 2013; Bain-
bridge et al. 2017), galaxies (Bahcall et al. 2004), quasars (Webb
et al. 1999; Ubachs 2018), and the Cosmic Microwave Background
(Avelino et al. 2001; Planck Collaboration et al. 2015). A compre-
hensive analysis of 317 quasar absorption systems using the Many
Multiplet method (Dzuba et al. 1999b; Webb et al. 1999) hinted
at a spatial variation of α, modelled as a dipole with amplitude
∆α/α = (αQ − α0)/α0 = 1.1 ± 0.2 × 10−6, where αQ are quasar
absorption measurements and α0 is the terrestrial value (Webb et al.
2011; King et al. 2012; Wilczynska et al. 2020).
Echelle spectrographs, using slit-based observations and cal-
ibrated using ThAr methods, are prone to long-range wavelength
distortions (Molaro et al. 2008; Evans et al. 2014; Rahmani et al.
2013). Such distortions, if present and left uncorrected, can signifi-
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cantly contribute to the total∆α/αmeasurement uncertainty (Evans
et al. 2014; Kotuš et al. 2017). Correction techniques include using
additional external calibration information from asteroid observa-
tions (Molaro et al. 2013; Rahmani et al. 2013), iodine cells (Griest
et al. 2010; Whitmore et al. 2010), solar-twin observations (Whit-
more & Murphy 2015), or by using additional model parameters
(Dumont & Webb 2017). To a reasonable approximation, the best
wavelength correction that could be achieved with any of these
methods has an accuracy no better than . 30m s−1. For compari-
son, the best laboratory accuracy of UVwavelengths used for ∆α/α
measurements is 0.01m s−1, three orders of magnitude better. Laser
Frequency Comb (LFC, Udem et al. 2002; Hänsch 2006; Steinmetz
et al. 2008) wavelength calibration methods provide a vastly supe-
rior calibration than the correction methods above as they provide
3m s−1 accuracy for individual line center measurements (Probst
et al. 2020; Milaković et al. 2020).
In this paper, we report a set of high redshift α measurements
from new observations of the quasar HE0515−4414. The observa-
tions (described in Section 2) are of very high quality. These data
are the first quasar spectral observations where the wavelength cal-
ibration has been carried out using an LFC. This means that any
wavelength scale distortions present will be negligible. A second
spectrum was produced from the same quasar observations but cal-
ibrated using ThAr methods. The two spectra enable a unique set
of comparative tests to quantify uncertainties in searches for funda-
mental constant variations.
We use new automated analysis methods (Lee et al. 2020)
to produce models for each spectrum and measure α using the
Many Multiplet method (Section 3). We introduce a new method,
measuring α for each absorption component (rather than an average
across an entire absorption complex). This provides considerably
more detail and also offers a substantial advantage by enabling
systematics to be more readily identified. We summarise our main
findings in Section 4 and discuss them in Section 5.
2 DATA
2.1 Data acquisition
The spectrum used in this work was produced from high-resolution
(R = λ∆λ = 115000) observations using the High Accuracy Radial
velocity Planet Searcher (HARPS) echelle spectrograph (Mayor
et al. 2003). HARPS is a double-channel echelle spectrograph built
for extremely precise spectroscopic measurements. We observed
HE0515−0414 (abbreviated as HE0515) between 3rd and 11th De-
cember 2018 usingHARPS in the classical fibre spectroscopymode,
where channel A recorded the HE0515 spectrum and channel B
recorded the sky spectrum. We obtained 36 exposures totalling 52h
31m (Table 1). Each exposure was bracketed by ThAr and LFC
exposures for wavelength calibration. The sky was dark and the
seeing conditions varied between 0.45 and 1.98 arcsec throughout
the observing run. The median seeing (i.e. the median of column 3
in Table 1) is 1.34 arcsec. This has no influence on the final spec-
tral resolution. The secondary guiding system ensures the object
is consistently centered on the object image up to 0.01 arcsec and
octagonal fibres ensure that the light evenly illuminates the spectro-
graph pupil. Therefore, telescope guiding and fibre illumination are
not expected to introduce spectroscopic velocity shifts larger than
0.12m s−1 (Lo Curto et al. 2015).
Light entering the spectrograph is recorded on the detector (a
mosaic of two EEV2k4 CCDs) for which the read-out mechanism
Table 1. The final co-added spectrum of HE0515−4414 is formed from co-
adding 36 HARPS exposures taken in classic spectroscopy mode, totalling
52h 31m. Columns 1 and 2 give the observing time start (in UTC) and the
exposure time, respectively. Column 3 gives the average of the telescope
seeing recorded at the beginning and the end of observation. Column 4
gives the S/N per extracted pixel at the center of order 111 (≈ 5500Å). All
quantities are determined from values recorded in headers of e2ds HARPS
pipeline products.
Observing time Exp. time Seeing S/N
(UTC) (s) (arcsec) (pix−1)
2018-12-04T00:27:52.031 5400 1.48 6.4
2018-12-04T02:12:04.582 5400 1.35 11.0
2018-12-04T03:50:40.736 5400 1.54 8.3
2018-12-04T05:36:27.032 5400 1.71 5.6
2018-12-04T07:14:20.953 2700 1.25 3.2
2018-12-05T03:14:39.850 5400 1.91 7.3
2018-12-05T04:52:04.530 5400 0.45 7.1
2018-12-05T06:42:00.250 5400 N/A 7.5
2018-12-06T00:41:08.634 5400 1.98 5.8
2018-12-06T02:30:00.882 5400 1.64 9.0
2018-12-06T04:08:04.226 5400 1.40 4.6
2018-12-06T05:46:25.189 5400 1.58 8.2
2018-12-06T07:25:04.433 5098 1.59 6.4
2018-12-07T00:23:24.209 5400 1.50 7.1
2018-12-07T02:01:11.070 5400 1.33 9.1
2018-12-07T03:38:28.641 4905 1.66 7.2
2018-12-07T05:32:14.425 5400 1.31 7.9
2018-12-07T07:09:39.678 5400 1.40 5.3
2018-12-08T00:32:12.597 4214 1.32 5.0
2018-12-08T02:15:25.854 5400 1.44 5.9
2018-12-08T03:54:16.167 5400 1.32 9.0
2018-12-08T05:32:25.299 5400 1.39 11.4
2018-12-08T07:10:06.569 5400 1.26 9.6
2018-12-09T00:37:46.416 5400 1.29 8.2
2018-12-09T02:22:05.279 5400 1.21 10.1
2018-12-09T03:59:32.258 5400 1.17 9.3
2018-12-09T05:36:04.415 5400 1.10 11.0
2018-12-10T00:24:18.778 5400 1.30 9.2
2018-12-10T02:15:06.228 5400 1.69 9.1
2018-12-10T03:54:46.885 5400 1.23 8.6
2018-12-10T05:32:28.955 5400 1.07 10.6
2018-12-10T07:10:20.256 5400 0.80 13.2
2018-12-11T00:28:14.801 5400 1.04 8.9
2018-12-11T02:12:13.372 5400 1.56 11.2
2018-12-11T03:50:37.414 5400 1.27 10.7
2018-12-11T07:31:21.735 4795 1.05 8.6
is located on one of its sides (Mayor et al. 2003; Rodler & Lo Curto
2019). By design, charge transfer occurs in the cross-dispersion
direction to minimise effects of charge transfer inefficiency (CTI).
Left uncorrected, CTI can introduce spurious spectroscopic velocity
shifts up to 3m s−1 for very low flux exposures (Milaković et al.
2020). However, as no appropriate CTImodel yet exists for HARPS,
we do not correct for this effect.
Raw images were reduced using the HARPS pipeline (version
3.8, Rodler & Lo Curto 2019). The pipeline extracts 1d spectra
of individual echelle orders following optimal extraction by Horne
(1986); Robertson (1986). Order tracing and pixel weights are de-
termined from tungsten-lamp frames taken at the beginning of each
night. Pipeline products previously demonstrated a 0.01m s−1 pre-
cision (Milaković et al. 2020), so we do not expect spectroscopic
velocity shifts associated with its use.
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Figure 1. Distortions in the ThAr calibration revealed by comparing with
LFC lines. Each dot is a single LFC line. Distortion amplitude generally
increases at order edges. Clear discontinuities associated with the HARPS
detector stitching pattern (Wilken et al. 2010;Molaro et al. 2013) are seen for
all orders. The distortions do not show long-range wavelength dependency,
have a −1.1m s−1 mean offset with respect to the LFC scale, and an overall
scatter of 27.9m s−1 rms. Panel (b) shows the region covered by echelle
order 110 (λ ≈ 5500Å), also marked by a grey rectangle in panel (a).
2.2 Wavelength calibration and data addition
Wavelength calibration was obtained from LFC and ThAr frames
taken immediately before each quasar exposure. The LFC has an off-
set frequency of 4.58GHz and 18GHz line separation. LFC wave-
length calibration was performed using eight 7th order polynomials
per echelle order. Each echelle order spans eight 512-pixel blocks
on the CCD (Wilken et al. 2010; Molaro et al. 2013). The accuracy
of the LFC wavelength calibration is 3m s−1, measured by the root-
mean-square (rms) of calibration residuals (i.e. known LFC line
frequency minus the frequency determined from the wavelength
solution at line position on the detector, see Milaković et al. 2020).
The ThAr wavelength calibration was produced by the HARPS
pipeline using a single third order polynomial per echelle order,
with an accuracy of 27m s−1. The average difference in the two
calibrations, considering wavelengths λ > 5000Å, is −1.13m s−1
(LFC minus ThAr).
Comparing the true LFC line wavelengths to the ThAr-
calibrated wavelengths at their location on the detector reveals a
distortion pattern in the ThAr calibration, illustrated on Fig. 1. The
pattern shows no long-rangewavelength trends, but contains discon-
tinuities associated with stitching of the HARPS detector (Wilken
et al. 2010; Molaro et al. 2013), not accounted for by the pipeline
calibration procedure. We discuss the impact of this distortion pat-
tern on α measurements in Section 5.
Over the 8 nights of our run, the spectrograph stability is
0.52m s−1, as illustrated in Fig. 21. This number was obtained by
measuring the average shifts of LFC line positions in individual
exposures with respect to their position in the first exposure and
calculating the rms. Applying the same method to the ThAr lines
gives an rms of 2.87m s−1, six times larger.
Although all LFC exposures were taken under the same nomi-
1 This is not the same as the precision which can be achieved in the simul-
taneous referencing observing mode.
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Figure 2. LFC calibration was found to drift by 0.52m s−1 rms over the
8 nights of our run (grey shaded region in the top panel), as measured by
shifts of LFC lines on the detector. Over the same period, ThAr calibration
experienced drifts of 2.87m s−1 rms (grey shaded region in the bottom
panel). Shifts in individual LFC (ThAr) exposures are shown as unfilled
black circles (red squares) in the top (bottom) panel. The zero line represents
the mean value of all points. Shifts were calculated using echelle orders 88
to 121 only (those orders best covered by LFC). The filled black circle in
the top panel represents the LFC exposure used for wavelength calibration
of all quasar exposures (see text).
nal conditions and with same exposure times, it turned out that one
exposure was substantially better (in terms of flux) than all others.
Therefore, after careful consistency checking betweenmultiple LFC
exposures, this highest flux LFC exposure was used to wavelength
calibrate all quasar exposures for wavelengths λ > 5000Å (the
LFC data cuts off below this wavelength). There are no saturated
LFC lines. We do not follow the same procedure for ThAr calibra-
tion, but calibrate each quasar exposure using the ThAr frame taken
immediately beforehand.
We transform the LFC and the ThAr wavelength scales to the
Solar system barycentre rest-frame using the barycentric velocity
shift correction provided by the HARPS pipeline, independently
for each quasar exposure. The barycentric correction provided by
the pipeline is based on Bretagnon & Francou (1988) and uses the
flux-weighted average time of observation. This value agrees down
to severalmms−1 with our independent calculation, using the same
information and the astropy module2.
Finally, we rebin the individual extracted spectra onto a com-
monwavelength grid using a custom routine and sum them together,
weighting each pixel by its error estimate (which includes the Pois-
sonian error term, the read-out noise, and the dark current). The
error array extracted during this procedure agrees with the estimate
derived from flux rms over ≈ 1Å range. The final co-added spec-
trum has an average signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) near 50 per 0.015Å
pixel in the continuum. This data extraction process was performed
for the LFC and ThAr calibration separately, producing two spectra
from the same observations.
2 https://docs.astropy.org/en/stable/coordinates/velocities.html
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Figure 3.Each histogram shows the average S/Nper LFC line in a single LFC
exposure as a function of echelle order. Five exposures have significantly
lower S/N than others (the reason is unknown). A single exposure (full red
histogram) reaches S/N of ≈ 330 per LFC line and covers one additional
echelle order (122). This exposure provides the most accurate wavelength
calibration over the broadest wavelength range. Given the exquisite stability
of HARPS (see Fig. 2), we choose to use this exposure to calibrate all quasar
exposures.
3 MODELLING PROCEDURE
The spectrum shows a damped Lyman-α absorption complex span-
ning 700 km s−1, at redshift zabs ≈ 1.15 (Reimers et al. 1998),
from which numerous previous measurements of α have been made
(Quast et al. 2004; Levshakov et al. 2005, 2006; Chand et al. 2006;
Molaro et al. 2008; Kotuš et al. 2017). There are at least twenty-six
transitions useful for an α measurement in this system. The Many
Multiplet analysis in this work makes use of transitions covered
by the LFC calibration, listed in Table A1. None of the transitions
we use blend with any other systems nor with transitions from the
z = 0.28 absorption complex identified by Bielby et al. (2017).
The LFC-calibrated spectrum showing the Mg ii λ2796 transition is
plotted as a black histogram in Fig. 4.
We use the most recent set of laboratory wavelength mea-
surements, transition probabilities, oscillator strengths, and isotopic
structures for the relevant transitions. These are given in Table A1.
The isotopic abundances were assumed to be solar (Asplund et al.
2009). The sensitivity coefficients that relate atomic line shifts to a
change in α are from Dzuba et al. (1999a, 2002); Dzuba & Flam-
baum (2009). All atomic data is provided as online supplementary
material.
We use a fully automated modelling procedure, AI-VPFIT,
to produce a model of the absorption system (Lee et al. 2020).
AI-VPFIT is a development of the approach introduced in (Bain-
bridge & Webb 2017; Bainbridge et al. 2017). Model complexity
is increased by placing absorption components (“trial lines”) at a
random location in the velocity structure and checking if the newly
introduced parameters are justified by the data. For the analysis
described in the present paper, the optimal number of model pa-
rameters are derived using the corrected Akaike Infomation Crite-
rion (AICc Akaike 1974; Sugiura 1978). Performance tests using
simulated data are described in Lee et al. (2020). Redshifts and
b-parameters of components appearing in multiple species are tied
during fitting (Section 3.2). Column densities are free parameters.
We include additional parameters for the unabsorbed continuum
level for all transitions and for zero-level adjustment for saturated
ones. α is also kept as a free parameter but this has been treated in
two different ways (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4).
We produce models for the LFC-calibrated and ThAr-
calibrated spectrum independently. All relevant settings during
AI-VPFIT modelling are kept the same, ensuring that all the dif-
ferences between the final models are a direct consequence of dif-
ferences in the input data. We refer to models produced from the
LFC- and the ThAr-calibrated spectrum as the LFC and the ThAr
models, respectively. Figures showing the data, the models, and the
residuals for all transitions and all regions are in Appendices B (for
LFC) and C (for ThAr).
3.1 Instrumental profile
The nominal HARPS instrumental profile has a FWHM of 2.61
km/s. The average b-parameter for individual absorption compo-
nents in the absorption system analysed in this paper is ≈ 5 km/s.
The observed quasar lines are thus well-resolved. When matching
models to the observed data we must convolve Voigt profiles with
the HARPS instrumental profile (IP). To do this we used a Gaussian
IP. However, slight departures from a Gaussian have been reported.
Moreover, these are found to vary with both flux and position on the
detector Milaković et al. (2020). A numerical profile determined
directly from HARPS calibration data would thus provide a slightly
more accurate IP. However, this was not possible due to insufficient
available data3.
3.2 Temperature as a free parameter
The choice of a line broadening mechanism heavily influences the
final model. We found that using turbulent broadening (i.e. not in-
cluding temperature as a free parameter) impacts significantly on the
analysis. For example, imposing a turbulent model forces b to be the
same for all species irrespective of atomic mass. If turbulent broad-
ening does not apply in practice, the consequence of the assumption
is that additional velocity components are unavoidably included in
order to achieve a satisfactory fit to the data. The converse is true -
i.e. if a pure thermal model is imposed in the modelling procedure,
additional velocity components may also be required to compen-
sate if the model is inappropriate. We explored this by computing
models for all three cases, i.e. turbulent, thermal, and mixed-b.
In the mixed-b model, the total line b-parameter is:
b2 = b2turb +
2kT
m
, (1)
where the right-hand-side terms are the turbulent and thermal con-
tributions, respectively. In the thermal contribution, k is the Boltz-
mann’s constant, T is gas temperature, and m is the appropriate
atomic mass. The contribution of each broadening mechanism is
determined by the relative widths of transitions of different atomic
masses.
The interesting outcome was that a mixed-b model gener-
ally requires fewer components and also avoids spurious double-
components in line centers (see Lee et al. 2020). Further, once
3 The IP is known to be flux-dependent. We do not have a suitable set of
LFC exposures to determine the IP as a function of flux level. Data from
Probst et al. (2020) and Milaković et al. (2020) is not useful for this purpose
because the HARPS fibres were exchanged since that data were taken, thus
changing the IP (Lo Curto et al. 2015)
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Figure 4. The LFC-calibrated spectrum of HE0515−4414 showing the Mg ii λ2796 transition at z ≈ 1.15 (black histogram). Five coloured areas mark
individual regions (denoted by I-V) for which we produce AI-VPFIT models and measure ∆α/α. Small overlaps between neighbouring regions enables better
continuum level estimation in each region. The solid red (green) ticks above the data indicate individual metal absorption lines in the best-fit LFC (ThAr) model.
The top x-axis shows the velocity with respect to the average redshift of all metal lines in the LFC model, z = 1.14936. The blue dashed line at v ≈ 330 km s−1
marks the location of an unidentified absorption line in the LFC model. More detailed plots, showing the data, the model, and the residuals can be found in
Appendix B (LFC) and Appendix C (ThAr), split by region and transition.
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Figure 5. Temperatures of individual absorption components. Error bars represent 1σ uncertainties from the covariance matrix at the best-fit solution. Black
filled circles show components having both thermal and turbulent broadening. Thermal-only fits are marked by white diamonds. Turbulent-only fits are shown
as white squares. The red shaded area marks the weighted average temperature, T = 9.12 ± 1.08 × 103 K. Individual measurements are scattered around this
value with χ2ν = 1.042, where ν = 61. The panel to the right is the histogram of temperatures.
mixed-bmodels have been derived, it becomes apparent that temper-
ature parameters are genuinely required by the data. The weighted
average temperature is T = 9.12± 1.08× 103 K. The temperature is
poorly estimated for some components (due to line blending and/or
weak lines). Similar results are obtained for the ThAr-calibrated
spectrum (not reported). The normalised χ2 of temperature mea-
surements from 62 velocity components is 1.042, so the data appear
to be consistent with a single temperature applying to all compo-
nents.
3.3 Subdividing the absorption complex – 5 regions
We initially divide the system into five regions, I to V (coloured
regions in Figure 4). Partitioning occurs where the normalised con-
tinuum recovers to unity. There is slight overlap between continuum
regions in order to optimise continuum estimates. This partitioning
has the benefit of simplifying computations and providing indepen-
dent α measurements, whilst avoiding any potential bias that could
occur if unidentified line blending corrupts part of the data.
The five ∆α/α measurements derived from splitting the ab-
sorption system into regions are tabulated in Table 2. The quoted
uncertainties are derived from the covariance matrix at the best so-
lution. Other relevant statistical information, i.e. the number of free
parameters for each region, the number of metal components and
their average redshift, and the reduced χ2 of the model (χ2ν = χ2/ν,
where ν is the number of degree of freedom in the model), are also
given. The weighted average of ∆α/α measurements over all five
regions for the LFC-calibrated spectrum is 0.94± 1.97× 10−6. The
same quantity for the ThAr-calibrated spectrum is 4.82±1.92×10−6.
For the LFC-calibrated spectrum, the α measurements from
regions I, III, IV, and V are consistent with no variation in α.
However, region II produces the seemingly anomalous result of
∆α/α = 17.74 ± 4.30 × 10−6 (i.e. a 4.1σ deviation from zero).
For the ThAr-calibrated spectrum, regions III, IV, and V are all
consistent with∆α/α = 0. However, regions I and II are not. Region
II produces a non-zero result that is similar to the LFC spectrum.
Region I also gives a strongly positive result. We discuss ways in
which such anomalies can arise in Section 3.4.
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Table 2. Measurements when a single ∆α/α parameter is used per region
(Section 3.3), tabulated separately for the LFC and the ThArmodels. Column
1 indicates the spectral region (see Figure 4). Columns 2 and 3 give the
number of metal components (Nc ) and the number of free parameters (Np )
in each model. The average redshift of the metal components is in column
4. Columns 5 and 6 give the values of ∆α/α and their 1σ uncertainties
from the best-fit covariance matrix, respectively. Both are in units 10−6. The
normalised χ2ν for the fit is in column 7. The lower row gives the average
over all five regions for the relevant quantities.
LFC
ID Nc Np 〈z 〉 ∆αα σst at χ2ν
I 13 125 1.14708 −3.90 4.42 0.9892
II 6 68 1.14788 17.74 4.30 0.9859
III 10 125 1.14870 18.45 15.07 0.9836
IV 7 89 1.14983 −6.39 4.12 0.8595
V 26 267 1.15080 −2.59 3.37 0.9860
All 1.14936 0.94 1.97
ThAr
ID Nc Np 〈z 〉 ∆αα σst at χ2ν
I 14 134 1.14735 14.68 4.13 0.9652
II 6 68 1.14788 18.03 4.27 0.9730
III 10 116 1.14872 4.71 15.67 0.9662
IV 7 95 1.14984 −3.04 4.15 0.8343
V 26 245 1.15078 −2.89 3.12 0.9868
All 1.14949 4.82 1.92
Table 3. The weighted average of the 47 individual ∆α/α measurements,
grouped by region. Column 1 identifies the spectral region. Column 2 gives
the total number of ∆α/α measurements in the region. Column 3 gives the
weighted average redshift. Column 4 and 5 give the weighted average ∆α/α
and associated error on themean in units 1×10−6. Column 6 indicates which
absorption components were LTS trimmed (see Figures in Appendices B
and C). Columns 7 and 8 give the weighted average ∆α/α and uncertainty
after applying LTS. The lower row provides weighted averages over all 47
measurements (40 after LTS). Superscripts in Column 2 and below the
table identify which absorption components were removed by LTS. Where
a component lies in a group, the entire group was discarded.
LFC
ID N 〈z 〉 〈 ∆αα 〉 σst at LTS 〈 ∆αα 〉LTS σLTSst at
I 13 1.14707 −5.40 5.47 ap,au −5.32 5.53
II 6 1.14784 14.17 4.71 ac 24.45 9.51
III 10 1.14877 19.51 12.48 au 11.53 12.58
IV 4a 1.14984 −6.77 4.25 aj −0.50 5.00
V 14b 1.15077 −2.98 3.45 ab,ar −2.38 3.48
All 47 1.14943 −0.18 2.11 −0.27 2.41
ThAr
ID N 〈z 〉 〈 ∆αα 〉 σst at LTS 〈 ∆αα 〉LTS σLTSst at
I 13c 1.14732 21.22 8.51 aw,ar 16.47 8.55
II 6 1.14784 13.72 4.69 ac 24.67 10.23
III 10 1.14871 0.72 12.60 al 11.92 13.51
IV 4d 1.14984 −3.08 3.89 ae −5.52 7.02
V 14e 1.15078 −4.10 2.87 as,ax −3.70 2.90
All 47 1.14957 0.88 1.99 −0.15 2.44
a Grouped: (ag,am,aa,al)
b Grouped: (ab,aj,al,bm), (bs,bi,ah,ac), (ak,ao), (bq,bc), (ag,an), (ai,as,am),
(au,bo)
c Grouped: (at,aa)
d Grouped: (ag,ak,aa,am)
e Grouped: (as,bd,ah,bo), (at,aq), (ao,ay,ab), (ak,bg), (an,bq), (ag,ad),
(ai,bc,bi), (ap,bm)
3.4 Further subdivision – 47 measurements of α
Instead of dividing the complete absorption complex into five seg-
ments and obtaining five measurements of ∆α/α, we can instead
solve for the best fit model using one free ∆α/α parameter for each
individual absorption component in the complex. Doing so provides
considerably more detail and can identify any ∆α/α outliers that
might “corrupt” an α measurement derived over a whole region or
complex. The cost is obviously that the number of free parameters
is increased.
To do this we accept the best-fitmodels for each of the 5 regions
and use these parameters as a starting point. However, additional
parameters are included to allow α to vary independently for each
velocity component. Optimisation is done using VPFIT. In other
words, we do not recommence the entire AI-VPFIT fitting process
from scratch. The whole absorption complex (i.e. all five regions
illustrated in Fig. 4) comprises a total of 62 velocity components for
the LFC-calibrated spectrum (63 for the ThAr-calibrated). An initial
trial fit showed that some badly-blended (and/or weak) velocity
components provided only very poor constraints. In those cases
we grouped components on small scales, resulting in a total of 47
individual measurements of ∆α/α.
The 47 ∆α/α measurements obtained this way are shown in
Fig. 6 for both the LFC (top panel) and the ThAr (middle panel)
models. The weighted average ∆α/α across each of the five regions
is tabulated in Table 3, together with their statistical uncertainties.
The results are in good agreement with the results obtained previ-
ously, i.e. the weighted average of ∆α/α measurements within each
region falls within 1σ of the results in Section 3.3.
Unlike the results obtained in Section 3.3, the weighted average
over the 47measurements for the LFC-calibrated spectrum (∆α/α =
−0.18±2.11×10−6) and for the ThAr-calibrated spectrum (∆α/α =
0.87±1.99×10−6) are consistentwith each other. As expected, given
the large number of freemodel parameters, there is generally a slight
increase in the ∆α/α error estimates (compare Tables 2 and 3).
3.5 Consistency between 47 α measurements
We now explore the differences between the LFC and ThAr models
inmore detail.We bin the individual∆α/αmeasurements in redshift
bins ∆z = 1 × 10−5 and calculate the weighted average in each.
Their differences (LFCminus ThAr, 37 values) are illustrated in the
lower panel of Fig. 6. The LFC and ThAr measurements agree well
everywhere except in region I. Most of the LFC-ThAr differences in
region I are located around −2 × 10−5, with two bins (at the high-
redshift end) at more negative values (−1.8 and −7.6 × 10−4). The
top two panels of Fig. 6 suggest this is caused by velocity structure
differences between the LFC and ThAr models. Discarding the
points in these two bins and taking the weighted average of the
remaining points in region I, we get −4.90 ± 5.49 × 10−6 for LFC
and 15.68 ± 8.54 × 10−6 for ThAr, i.e the two remain inconsistent.
The most significant deviation from zero occurs in region II
(≈ 3σ). Measurements from the LFC-calibrated and the ThAr-
calibrated spectrum are in excellent agreement in this region.
A substantial advantage of deriving ∆α/α measurements for
individual absorbing components (or small groups) is that it may
help to identify and filter out any possible rogue measurements.
The least trimmed squares (LTS) method is frequently used for this
and provides a more robust estimate of the mean. We thus apply
LTS here, discarding 15% of the data in each region. The discarded
components are listed in column 6 of Table 3. The weighted av-
erages for each region and the entire sample after LTS trimming
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Figure 6. The 47 ∆α/αmeasurements. Some components were grouped together (Section 3.4). Measurements from the LFC-calibrated spectrum are shown in
the top panel. ThAr results are shown in the middle panel. The lower panel shows the difference between the LFC and the ThAr measurements after averaging
in bins of ∆z = 1.5 × 10−6 (vertical dotted lines). Weighted averages of points in each region are tabulated in Table 3. Filled red circles indicate measurements
removed by least trimmed squares. The weighted averages for each region, after discarding those points, are also given in Table 3. The data illustrated in the
top two panels are available as online supplementary material.
are tabulated in columns 7 and 8 of the same table. Interestingly,
the consequence of removing the most outlying measurement in
region II was to move the region’s average towards more positive
values (but doubling the error and therefore making the result less
significant).
The measured scatter (i.e. the empirical standard deviation)
of the remaining 40 LFC-calibrated measurements is σ = 9 ×
10−5. This is slightly smaller than the average error on individual
measurements, 〈σstat 〉 = 14 × 10−5. The scatter of the ThAr-
calibrated measurements is σ = 13× 10−5 (the same as the average
error).
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Figure 7. Comparing the different approaches to measuring α from the
LFC-calibrated spectrum (top) and the ThAr-calibrated spectrum (bottom).
Measurements from Section 3.3 are shown as black points. The weighted
average of the 47 measurements, derived in Section 3.4, are shown as red
squares. The green diamonds are after outlier removal. Points were offset
along the x-axis for clarity. Panels on the right show the weighted average
over the entire absorption complex.
3.6 Consistency with another recent study
Recently, a detailed study of this same absorption complex was
carried out (Kotuš et al. 2017) using spectra from the UVES spec-
trograph Dekker et al. (2000) on the Very Large Telescope. Those
spectra are higher S/N although the spectral resolution is lower.
Comparing with those results reveals good consistency. In this pa-
per we split the data into five distinct regions whereas Kotuš et al.
(2017) use three. However, combining our regions {I+II} (“left”)
and {III+IV} (“centre”) enables the comparison (our region V cor-
responds to Kotuš’ “right” region). Using the ∆α/α results from the
LTS trimmed sample in our Table 3 (LFC-calibrated) and Kotuš’
table 4, and combining all random and systematic errors appropri-
ately, the∆α/α solution differ by 1.15, 1.02, and 0.92σ respectively,
left to right.
4 RESULTS
Figure 7 shows the ∆α/α measurements tabulated in Tables 2 and
3. The two large panels show the results from the LFC-calibrated
(top panel) and the ThAr-calibrated spectrum (bottom panel). The
weighted average for the entire z ≈ 1.15 absorption complex are
plotted in the small panels to the right of the main panels. Our main
results are summarised as follows:
(i) In the analysis presented in Section 3.3, we obtain five ∆α/α
measurement (one per region) from the LFC-calibrated and from the
ThAr-calibrated spectrum independently. For the LFC-calibrated
spectrum, the average over the five regions is consistent with no
variation in α. Applying the same methods to the ThAr calibrated
spectrum, we obtain a 2.5σ deviation from zero. These results are
tabulated in Table 2 and plotted as black points in Fig. 7.
(ii) Including∆α/α as a free parameter for 47 individual absorp-
tion components (or appropriately grouped components) allows us
to identify regions of data significantly affecting the overall mea-
surement (Section 3.4). These results, tabulated in Table 3 and
plotted as red squares on Fig. 7, are in excellent agreement with the
results from Section 3.3.
(iii) To explore robustness, we apply LTS, removing 15% of
the sample in each region, obtaining the results plotted as green
diamonds in Fig. 7. This reduces the total number of measurements
to 40. The weighted average over the 40 measurements is consistent
with zero for both calibrations: ∆α/α = −0.27±2.41×10−6 (LFC)
and ∆α/α = −0.15 ± 2.44 × 10−6 (ThAr).
(iv) When using the approach in Section 3.3, the wavelength
scale distortions imparted by the ThAr calibration methods (see
Fig. 1) have a small, but measurable, effect. The same distortions
appear to have no effect on the measurements in Section 3.4.
(v) The HE0515−4414 absorption complex modelled spans ap-
proximately 700 km/s. If this system represents a line of sight
through a cluster of order 1 Mpc across, we can place an upper
limit, for the first time, on small-scale α variations, using the em-
pirical scatter in the 40 ∆α/α measurements. The upper limit on
small-scale α variations over scale-lengths ≈ 25 kpc, is ≈ 9 × 10−5
(Section 3.5).
(vi) Averaged over all absorption components, we derive a gas
temperature of T = 9.12± 1.08× 103 K (Section 3.2). This value is
in agreement with the results from (e.g. Carswell et al. 2012) who
found T = 12 ± 3 × 103 K. As seen, the new data presented in this
paper provide a more stringent constraint and also suggest that all
individual absorption components are consistent with a single gas
temperature.
5 DISCUSSION
In this work we have analysed the first LFC-calibrated quasar spec-
trum. Quasar spectra of similar quality to the one presented here
will be routinely produced by the new ESPRESSO spectrograph
installed on the Very Large Telescope (Pepe et al. 2014) and by
the future HIRES instrument on the Extremely Large Telescope
(Maiolino et al. 2013). Both of these instruments have LFCs for
wavelength calibration. We hope that the new methods introduced
in this paper wil be beneficial in analysing future observations.
We have demonstrated that careful modelling procedures play
a crucial part in the analysis of high resolution spectroscopic data.
Tools such as AI-VPFIT eliminate any potential human bias and
yield optimal models of the data in a reproducible and objective
manner.
Choosing the correct line broadening mechanism, i.e. includ-
ing temperature parameters for individual components, is important.
Models produced assuming an incorrect broadening mechanism
tend to generate artificial close blends of absorption lines. Mod-
elling simulated data, based on the HE0515 spectrum used in this
work, shows that using an incorrect broadening mechanism biases
α measurements (Lee et al. 2020).
Examining the scatter of the five measurements obtained from
the LFC-calibrated spectrum in Section 3.3, we find they have χ2 =
21.99 (ν = 4). For a χ2 distribution with four degrees of freedom,
the probability of observing χ2 values at least this large is p =
0.02%. The five measurements are therefore highly inconsistent
with each other. Performing the same for the 47 measurements
from Section 3.4, we find the LFC-calibrated measurements have a
χ2 = 72.86 (ν = 46, p = 0.7%). We assume this is not caused by
small-scale spatial variations in α across the redshift range covered
by the absorption system. After LTS trimming, the scatter in the
remaining 40 measurements are consistent with their individually
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estimated errors (χ2 = 23.76, ν = 39, p = 97%). Similar results
are obtained for the ThAr spectrum.
The analysis presented here is based on the assumption of solar
relative isotopic abundances. Significant deviations from solar val-
ues translate to large shifts in ∆α/α (Webb et al. 1999; Ashenfelter
et al. 2004a,b; Fenner et al. 2005; Berengut et al. 2012; Webb et al.
2014). Very approximately, when simultaneously modelling Mg ii
and Fe ii, the measured ∆α/α may shift towards negative values by
as much as ≈ 5 × 10−6 for 100% 24Mg and by the same amount
in the positive direction for 100% 25+26Mg. A discussion as to the
validity of the solar isotopic assumption is deferred to a subsequent
paper.
For these particular observations, LFC calibration methods
have not yielded significantly different ∆α/α measurements com-
pared to the ThAr methods. The probable reason for this lies in the
fact that we have combined a large number of individual exposures
to form a final co-added spectrum. Due to different barycentric ve-
locities for each observation, the position of relevant transitions falls
differently with respect to the complicated distortion pattern each
time, effectively smearing it out. This is less likely to occur for more
efficient spectrographs, such as ESPRESSO and HIRES.
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Table A1. Atomic species and transitions, with isotopic structure, used in this analysis. Terrestrial isotopic relative abundances are assumed. Column 4 (λ0) is
rest-frame wavelength. Column 5 ( f ) is oscillator strength or relative abundance (%). The latter are from Rosman & Taylor (1998). Column 6 (Γ) is the sum of
the spontaneous emission rates. Column 7 (q) gives the sensitivity coefficients to a change in the fine structure constant α. Citations to original measurement
papers are given at the foot of the table. An atomic data compilation including the data in this table is given in Murphy & Berengut (2014).
Ion Tran. A λ0 (Å) f or % Γ (108 s−1) q (cm−1)
Fe ii 2344 55.845 2344.212747(76)a,b 0.114 2.680c,d 1375e, f (300)
58 2344.2113616 f 0.282%
57 2344.2120103 f 2.119%
56 2344.2126822 f 91.754%
54 2344.2141007 f 5.845%
2374 55.845 2374.460064(78)a,b 0.03130 3.090c,g 1625e, f (100)
58 2374.4582998 f 0.282%
57 2374.4591258 f 2.119%
56 2374.4599813 f 91.754%
54 2374.4617873 f 5.845%
2382 55.845 2382.763995(80)a,b 0.320 3.130c,g 1505e, f (100)
58 2382.7622294 f 0.282%
57 2382.7630560 f 2.119%
56 2382.7639122 f 91.754%
54 2382.7657196 f 5.845%
2586 55.845 2586.649312(87)a,b 0.0691 2.720c 1515e, f (100)
58 2586.6475648 f 0.282%
57 2586.6483830 f 2.119%
56 2586.6492304 f 91.754%
54 2586.6510194 f 5.845%
2600 55.845 2600.172114(88)a,g 0.239 2.700c 1370e, f (100)
58 2600.1703603 f 0.282%
57 2600.1711816 f 2.119%
56 2600.1720322 f 91.754%
54 2600.1738281 f 5.845%
Mg i 2852 24.3050 2852.962797(15) 1.83 5.000h, i, j,k, lm,n,o,p 90q,r (10)
26 2852.959591(20)s 11.01%
25 2852.961407(20)s 10.00%
24 2852.963420(14)s 78.99%
Mg ii 2796 24.3050 2796.353790(16) 0.6155 2.625t 212u (2)
26 2796.34704565(42)v 11.01%
25 2796.353449(50)v,w,x 4.17%
25 2796.349030(50)v,w,x 5.83%
24 2796.35509903(42)v 78.99%
2803 24.3050 2803.530982(16) 0.3058 2.595t 121u (2)
26 2803.52420938(42)v 11.01%
25 2803.530941(50)v,w,x 4.17%
25 2803.525985(50)v,w,x 5.83%
24 2803.53229720(42)v 78.99%
Mn ii 2576 54.9380 2576.87512(11)a,b,y 0.361 2.820z,a,b,c 1276d(150)
55 2576.890898 28.571%
55 2576.879368 23.801%
55 2576.869849 19.030%
55 2576.862494 14.286%
55 2576.856181 14.312%
2594 54.9380 2594.49643(11)a,b,y 0.280 2.780z,a,b,c 1030d(150)
55 2594.512068 28.579%
55 2594.500587 23.841%
55 2594.491191 19.078%
55 2594.483901 14.289%
55 2594.477608 14.213%
2606 54.9380 2606.45877(11)a,b,y 0.198 2.270z,a,b,c 869d(150)
55 2606.478271 28.563%
55 2606.463977 23.793%
55 2606.452264 19.052%
55 2606.443176 14.282%
55 2606.435406 14.310%
aAldenius (2009); bNave (2012); cBiemont et al. (1991); dGuo et al. (1992); eDzuba et al. (2002); f Porsev et al. (2009); gSchade et al. (1988);
hLurio (1964); iSmith & Gallagher (1966); jAndersen et al. (1970); kSmith & Liszt (1971); lLundin et al. (1973); mMarek & Richter (1973); nKelly &
Mathur (1978); oLiljeby et al. (1980); pLarsson et al. (1993); qBerengut et al. (2005); rSavukov & Dzuba (2008); sSalumbides et al. (2006); tAnsbacher
et al. (1989); uDzuba & Johnson (2007); vBatteiger et al. (2009); w Itano & Wineland (1981); xSur et al. (2005). yBlackwell-Whitehead et al. (2005);
zKwiatkowski et al. (1982); aPinnington et al. (1992); bSchnabel et al. (1995); cKling & Griesmann (2000); dBerengut et al. (2004).
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Figure B1. The black histogram shows the continuum-normalised LFC-calibrated spectrum for spectral region I. Overplotted as a continuous red line is the
lowest AICc AI-VPFIT model. Black labeled ticks mark the locations of absorption components in the model. The lowercase letters are associated with the
transitions which provide the most information about the velocity structure (i.e. the “primary species”, see Lee et al. 2020). Slightly longer, dotted red ticks mark
the locations of blends from unidentified species (interlopers). The black histogram above the data and the model show the normalised residuals (data-model)
and the horizontal lines show the ±1σ levels. The dotted horizontal line corresponds to a normalised flux of unity. Major (minor) ticks on the y-axis label
increments of 0.5 (0.1) in normalised flux.
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Figure B2. The same as in Fig. B1, except for LFC-calibrated spectral region II.
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Figure B3. The same as in Fig. B1, except for LFC-calibrated spectral region III.
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Figure B4. The same as in Fig. B1, except for LFC-calibrated spectral region IV.
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Figure B5. The same as in Fig. B1, except for LFC-calibrated spectral region V.
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Figure C1. The same as in Fig. B1, except for ThAr-calibrated spectral region I.
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Figure C2. The same as in Fig. B1, except for ThAr-calibrated spectral region II.
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Figure C3. The same as in Fig. B1, except for ThAr-calibrated spectral region III.
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Figure C4. The same as in Fig. B1, except for ThAr-calibrated spectral region IV.
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Figure C5. The same as in Fig. B1, except for ThAr-calibrated spectral region V.
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